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redirect as "action" for some reason I need to redirect to the index page using flask. I'm using redirect_to to redirect. But the
target page is exactly the same - the index, which is the first page. Why does redirect_to show this error? Bad route pattern

'index': invalid literal for int() with base 10: 'index' Here is the code: if request.method == 'POST': if
form.validate_on_submit(): data = request.form l.send_email(data['email'], data['name'], data['message']) url = 'index' return
redirect(url) return render_template('landing.html', form=form, data=data, title=_('Welcome to Site') ) What should I do to

avoid this problem? I appreciate any help. Thanks. A: Use request.args. if request.method == 'POST': ... if 'index' in
request.args: ... Also, it is the preferred style to write if statement without parentheses: if request.method == 'POST': if

form.validate_on_submit(): data = request.form
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Thirumana Porutham is one of the most used mantras for finding marriage compatibility. Latha Bhasin. 7 days ago Thirumana
porutham is a compulsory part of marriage. The condition is same for all south Indian Brahmins. Tamil Thirumana Porutham
Tamil is one of the best available application for marriage matching. The application helps the . View all of Jathagam porutham
astrology calculator tool. Tamil Indian Marriage Predicting and Matching Calculator Based on Jathagam Porutham. In the same
way that one horoscope can be related to the other in most cases, they are both related to another piece of literature. This
application is a simple and common use... Jathagam porutham is one of the best available application for marriage matching.
The application helps the Horoscope matching: Find out the best horoscope matching between your partner and you. Free PDF
Name: Jathagam porutham is a detailed and arguably stricter version of the thirumana porutham where only natchathira
porutham is considered. Other online Tamil . Horoscope matching - Free Thirumana Porutham in Tamil - Astrofa provides
simple online application which helps you to find the horoscope matching between . Thirumana Porutham Parpathu Eppadi.
Download as PDF, TXT or read online from Scribd. Flag for inappropriate content. jathaka porutham tamil. Jathagam porutham
is a detailed and arguably stricter version of the thirumana porutham where only natchathira porutham is considered. Other
online Tamil . Thirumana Porutham.pdf. April 29, 2017 Author: DiyamaDevi Category: N/A. DOWNLOAD PDF - 3.1MB.
Share Embed Donate. Report this link . Tamil Jathagam Thirumana Porutham Panchangam Astro Automobile Travel Kids
Ringtones. Thirumana Porutham Book in Tamil PDF 22. Thirumana Porutham Book In Tamil Pdf 22 1/2 This Is The Place To
Find The Best Answers For Thirumana Porutham! Nov 6, 2019 Find a lot of different useful information about this ba244e880a
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